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4 Key Findings  Report to the Nations

2,504 cases

125 countries

Causing total losses of more than $3.6 Billion

KEY FINDINGS

5 % of revenue
to FRAUD

CFEs estimate that organizations lose 

EACH YEAR

MEDIAN LOSS PER CASE:

AVERAGE LOSS PER CASE:

$125,000

$1,509,000

from

lasts 
14 months before detection

causes a loss of 
$8,300 per month

Typical  
fraud CASE

Organizations with fraud awareness training for employees were more likely to gather tips through

56%

37%

of tips with training
of tips without training

Asset Misappropriation schemesmost common and least costly

$100,000median loss
86%
of cases

financial statementfraud schemesleast common and most costly

$954,000median loss

are the 

10%
of cases

43% of schemes were detected by tip,and half of those tips came from employees

Telephone hotline and email were each used by whistleblowers in 

33%
of cases

CORRUPTION was the
most  common   scheme in every global REGION 

formal 
reporting 
mechanisms

are the 

Industry of Organization
Participants were asked to identify the industry of the victim organization. The most common industries reported to 
us were banking and financial services, government and public administration, and manufacturing. (It is important 
to note that this does not necessarily mean that more fraud occurs in these sectors; it might simply indicate that 
organizations in these industries employ more CFEs than others.) The mining industry suffered the highest median 
loss of USD 475,000, while frauds in the energy sector had the next-highest median loss of USD 275,000.

FIG. 18  How do fraud schemes vary by organization size?
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Figure 18 shows the frequency of different types of fraud schemes in small businesses (those with fewer than 
100 employees) and larger organizations. Billing schemes occurred at almost twice the rate in small businesses 
compared to larger organizations, while check and payment tampering was nearly four times more common at 
small companies. In contrast, corruption and noncash schemes occurred more frequently in larger organizations.
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Corruption will oil the wheels of commerce  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Don’t	Boil	the	Ocean



























“Rather(fail(with(honor
(

than(succeed(by(fraud”
(((

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!―!!Sophocles((
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